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Born in Paris to a Mediterranean family, Alexia Martin 
is a dancer, choreographer, visual artist, performer, 
writer and teacher.
Her work is based on a contemporary approach of 
the traditional repertoire of North Africa, Middle-
East and Afghanistan and examines the construction 
of human identity as a physical polyphony. “My body 
remembers. It vibrates with melodies and voices… An echo 
of the world where dance arises ?” Inspired by Dervish 
mystical ceremonies, Alexia Martin’s creations are 
deeply rooted in Sufi culture and strive to explore the 
bond between transcendence and transversality.
“My dancing is not meant to be a show. My purpose is for 
each viewer to feel differently about the movements.” 

Thanks to the diversity of her repertoire, she met 
Egyptian, Algerian, Indian, Afghani and Pakistani artists. 
Her improvisations built a shared creative space where 
they could have a dialog around their differences.
“I thrive within the absence of construction and trivial 
movements. My vocabulary is traditional, but the dance 
object it composes is not.”
This shared space is developed in spite of expected 
forms and unconscious patterns.

In parallel of her literary studies (dissertation: “The 
imagined feminine body in the works of Sony Labou 
Tansi), Alexia started her dance training in 1995. 
Fascinated with dances from the Arab World and West 

Africa, she first ran up against the limits of an education 
defined by theaesthetics of entertainment. As if non-
European dances were condemned never to go beyond
a form of distraction. The discourse around it would 
refuse this problematic, but the facts perpetuated it. 
From 2001 to 2007 she was trained in different contexts 
by Saadia Souyah, whose innovative approach aimed 
for the integration of the bare movement. Alexia’s 
encounter with Suraya Hilal, a defining actor in the 
contemporary Egyptian dance, was also a key moment 
in her career.

From 2002 to 2004, attending the Free Dance Song 
school, Alexia experimented the pedagogy of Afro-
american dances (Katherine Gunham technique) that 
draws upon the vary base of the movement. With the 
help of Serge Anagonou and Isabelle Maurel, she studied 
the works of the choreographer Elsa Wolliastion. She 
was introduced to the Feldenkrais method by Elinoar
Zakaï Werbner. That is when she started to develop her 
own body language et define her research domain.
She practiced Tahtib for a long time, as an autodidact. 
Tahtib is an Egyptian traditional martial art and dance 
involving a stick. In 2009, Alexia met Adel Paul Boulad, 
who was deeply invested in the promotion of this art. 
Tightly intertwined with music and dance, this millennia
old art taps into stability, power, precision and breath. In 
2010, she traveled to Egypt do explore the birth place 
of Tahtib dance, where she witnessed the training of the 



« Une magnifique 
soirée pleine d’émotion! 

Merci! »

« Bravo 
pour cette performance 

humble et habitée! »

« Magnifique d’ombre 
et de lumières »

This research was concluded in June 2012 by a presentation of the Tahtib celebration at the Louvre museum.

She was invited in 2012 to work on the project Dam e jam (a co-production by Lulistan, Dilyad and the Guimet 
Museum in Paris). Alexia aimed to immerse herself in Afghani dance techniques. She started collecting many 
archive images, researching poetry and iconography and met the dancer Padideh Pourmir. Alexia came to the 
conclusion that Afghani dances, just as all the other popular dances, have a complex relation ship with folkloric 
representation. This watered down representation helps to preserve these dances and export them out of the
country and of the original social cycle, but changes its nature by turning it into mere entertainment devoid 
of meaning.
The diversity of the dances she explored created her unconventional way of moving. Thanks to improvisation, 
her body combines divers aesthetics and creates gateways between them, just as contemporary society. Involved 
in the recognition of the contribution of traditional cultures to the dance heritage of humanity, Alexia defends 
a creative practice that is based on the infinite variety of these cultures to build a better society through art.

Alexia wrote stories and poems linked with her dance pieces. She takes part in trainings, seminars and courses 
(like “Vous Dansez ? at the National Dance Center in 2016, organized by the FAMDT). As an enthusiastic 
instructor, and an observer of city life, she take part in events involving amateurs and schools. In the context 
of the DAYMA dance company, she created several pedagogical pieces: the Dance Lab, Solidary Dances and 
“Dance your poem”, where the traditional vocabulary serves experimentation and improvisation.

Alexia performed in event and venues such as:
Summer Festival (Saint-Ouen l’Aumône), Michel Galabru theater , Dejazet theater, Adyar theater, Marsoulan 
theater (Paris), Nout theater (Ile Saint-Denis), Epée de Bois theater (Cartoucherie, Vincennes), Les Nuits Mé-
tissesFestival (Auxerre), Mawazine Festival (Rabat), Le Cap (Aulnay-sous-Bois) Lucerne In Den Strassen Festival 
(Lucerne), Danses Pour Tous Festival (Galembrun), Au Féminin Festival (Paris), L’Art de se Rencontrer Festival 
(Bulat Pestivien), Bloomsbury Theater (Londres) , La Closerie Les Etaisiades Theater ( Etais la Sauvin), City 
Theater (Grenade), Joyeuse Theater, Minya Amphitheater (Minya, Egypte) Arabic Culture Center of Liège, 
Body Theater, MCA (Creil), Pajol Hall(Paris), Arab World Institute (Paris), Forum 104 (Paris), Islam Culture 
Institue (Paris), Le Trianon Theater (Paris), La Cigale (Paris) Le Marché Gare (Lyon), Nuit Blanche 2019 (Paris), 
Les Détours de Babel Festival, (Grenoble) Les Sacrées Journées de Strasbourg Festival 2019, Lavoir Moderne 
Parisien , Gare au Théâtre (Vitry-sur-Seine), Mémoire de l’Avenir Gallery, (Paris), Fissures – Seine Gallery (Saint 
Ouen).



Danse Creations

WISSAL
Dance performance / Visual 

Alexia Martin: performance, choreography, artistic direction
RamZ: urban Arabic calligraphy 

SAKÎNA
Dance performance / Visual 

Calm. Quiet. In the short version of this solo dance performance, the dancer Alexia Martin’s contemplative 
and mesmerizing movements fill the space with slowness.
By reusing posters of her former pieces, she builds her symbolic estate, where the past fosters the present.
The dance hints at moments, beings representing “the calm of crossings*” : walking, sleeping, the face of a 
unique love. A smile in the silence. A veil of light and peace.
(*translation/poetic interpretation of the word Sakîna by Assia Djebar, interviewed by Mireille Calle-Gruber)

WISSAL transcribes the art of dancing within the heart of two spaces: resonating with the beauty of the urban scenery, 
echoing the visual outline. The artist’s daily movements, as a medium of expression, explore the routines and mundani-
ties of an often repressed daily life. Through the photographic eye of Behlole Mushtaq, juxtaposed with the artworks of 
street artist RamZ, we follow Alexia Martin as she explores and experiences the vibrant 18th district of Paris. From hori-
zon lines, bridges, to railways, each aspect of the city finds its counterpart within the abstract beauty of urban calligraphy. 
A cumulation of minerals, metal, and memories who found their homestay within the streets and letters of Paris give 
birth to an improvised dance reflective of their beauty. The daily movements’ unfolding unravel the mechanism of dance.
Images mirrored through the body outline an imaginary territory.

Alexia Martin: performance, choreography, artistic direction



Hijaz Mood is the feeling brought by the Hijaz mode / maqam, a style of music haunted by the emotions of a 
loving past, forging a very personal dance.
Instrumental or vocal improvisation, a spectrum of keys, the Maqam is also a spiritual state. Just like the Ma-
qam, the dance performance traces a journey, a structuration, and a quest.
The dance performance inspired by this spectrum of keys follows a way mirroring a state of mind, striving 
to bring its audience to a instant of musical “ecstasy” evoking the whirling Dervishes when the never ending 
spinning tells the audience a story.

On the devotional Pakistani music of Shuaïb, Hubaïb et Behlole Mushtaq, Alexia Martin’s dance performance 
resonates with the spirituality of the three artists from the seventh generation of Gharana (school) of Gwalior, 
one of the most prestigious musical families of the Indian subcontinent. Echoing the mysticism of the music, 
the dance performance elevates itself or plunges into recollection. The Qawwali fervor, the lyricism of ghazals 
and the introspection of the Khayal chanting creates a a dialog between the four artists, between body and 
sound. NOOR is among the winners of the REGIONAL SELECTION OF WORLD MUSIC 2018 organized by
the CMTRA, and of DÉTOURS DE BABEL 2018.

Alexia Martin: dance performance, choreography, artistic direction
Shuaïb Mushtaq: singing, harmonium, bansuri, musical direction
Hubaïb Mushtaq: singing, tanpura, poetical recitation, calligraphy
Behlole Mushtaq: tabla dhaama, photography

NOOR
Dance performance / Pakistani music

HIJAZ MOOD
Dance performance

Alexia Martin: Dance, Choreography, Artistic conception



Music and dance instruments abandoned in the middle of their existence, before they could accomplish their 
destinies. Unsuitable, worn, sometimes dangerous...
Dance words appear on the skin or metal they are made of, creating a dialog, both permanent and interrupted.
These silent objects hence become the echo of a poetic, coded, cathartic speech.
Similar to an awakening, they enter a new dimension, away from their original purpose and their long use-
lessness.
A silence on a silence.
A story overcoming a story.
Ghazal of Silence, profound poetry resonating within the perfection of particular silences.

Installations 

GHAZAL OF SILENCE

The khaïma is the nomad traditional tent of the deserts of Algeria, Mauritania and Morocco. In this installation, 
the dance performance takes place inside of a home and echoes a language, expresses a voice.

“One of my friends would describe me as ‘nomad in my own home’. Indeed, I have a hard time keeping my home un-
changed, my furnishing is minimal and mostly related to music and dance. My few pieces of furniture move around 
often. I live in a journey.”
In Khaïma, the form is marked by mobility. The dance performance inhabits the former body of a house (the 
materials are recycled pieces of furniture). It reinvents, embodies and shows its story. Created for the Nuit 
Blanche 2019 in connection to the show WISSAL.

KHAÏMA



Whirling, inside... unveiling the invisible movement that is inside all of us, between light and darkness.
For a long time, my dance was invisible.
But inside of me, something was dancing and whirling. It was giving me vertigo.
Then I danced. And dance settled inside inside of me. That never ending movement,
appeasing past and present. I am looking for its breath inside of me, its echo in the streets,and on paper.

WHIRLING INSIDE is a multidisciplinary piece associating:
 Hanging photos (A4 / A3) on one to three walls depending on the venue, projected videos, suspensions (pos-
ters, A2 / A3), posters on the ground (A2 / A3) and a dance performance in the middle of the works.

Multidisciplinary piece: photography / installation / video / live performance

SHAMS

What supports creation ? What inspirations are making it possible ?
In SHAMS, Alexia Martin examines her creative approach and her practice of spinning, the internal stages she 
went through year after year thanks to the spiritual and meditative movement in order to express herself via 
several media: dance, visual art, music, writing.
This piece is an homage to the voice of Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan, a Pakistani master of Qawwali singing and who 
made this art popular across the world, inspiring Alexia since the beginning. SHAMS means the sun. It’s the sun 
of this unique voice, but also a reference to the unconditional love shared by the mystical poet Rûmî and Shams 
Tabrizi, the spiritual master who transformed him.
SHAMS invites the audience to get close to the movement of the dancer beyond the usual limits of the stage, 
in a performance that encourages a sharing experience.

WHIRLING INSIDE

Dance / live performance

Future pieces
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